The 15cm hemp block has numerous applications, mainly in exterior insulation but also in interior insulation, as cladding in hemp concrete or as filling in column and beam systems in new builds. Its mechanical strength and high inertia guarantee high thermal comfort in the building.

### Fields of application

**INTERIOR INSULATION**

The 15cm block is the ideal partner in important interior renovations of old buildings with large rooms and areas. For example, it is used in the conversion of old barns or farmhouses.

**EXTERIOR INSULATION**

Thanks to its high mechanical strength, the 15cm block is ideal for exterior renovation. It enables the cladding of all types of exterior walls and provides an excellent medium for renders and cladding.

**NEW BUILD**

The 15cm block may be placed between column and beam structures as insulation filling or as an envelope block in timber frame buildings. In this case, it also serves as an excellent medium for finishes.